Abstract The antennal lobe (AL) is the primary structure within the locust's brain that receives information from olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) within the antennae. Different odors activate distinct subsets of ORNs, implying that neuronal signals at the level of the antennae encode odors combinatorially. Within the AL, however, different odors produce signals with long-lasting dynamic transients carried by overlapping neural ensembles, suggesting a more complex coding scheme. In this work we use a large-scale point neuron model of the locust AL to investigate this shift in stimulus encoding and potential consequences for odor discrimination. Consistent with experiment, our model produces stimulus-sensitive, dynamically evolving populations of active AL neurons. Our model relies critically on the persistence time-scale associated with ORN input to the AL, sparse connectivity among projection neurons, and a synaptic slow inhibitory mechanism. Collectively, these architectural features can generate network odor representations of considerably higher dimension than would be generated by a direct feed-forward representation of stimulus space.
Introduction
Olfaction is the most primitive of the senses; in fact, it is the only sensory pathway that does not relay in the thalamus prior to synapsing in a sensory processing area (Costanzo and Morrison 1989; Moulton 1974; Graziadei and Metcalf 1971) . Accordingly, early olfactory processing is well-conserved across species in the sense that primary olfactory structures in a wide range of species, from insects to mammals, seem to share certain key anatomical and functional properties. Such properties include the combinatorial representation of an odor stimulus at the olfactory receptor neuron (ORN) level and the glomerular organization of the primary sensory structure receiving ORN input (Hildebrand and Shepherd 1997) . In mammals, the olfactory bulb (OB) receives primary ORN input, while the insect analogue of the OB is the antennal lobe (AL).
The locust AL consists of inhibitory local neurons (LNs) and excitatory projection neurons (PNs), the latter of which comprise the sole output cells of the AL and project to the multimodal mushroom body (Heisenberg 1998; Strausfeld et al. 1998 ). The AL is organized anatomically into bundles of cells and fibers termed glomeruli, each of which receives convergent input from ORNs expressing the same olfactory receptor (Vosshall et al. 2000; Treloar et al. 2002; Gao et al. 2000; Axel 1995) . Upon presentation of an odor, a specific subset of ORNs is stimulated and the corresponding AL glomeruli receive ORN input. Within a few hundred milliseconds, however, the set of active PNs decorrelates from the set of stimulated glomeruli, and throughout the first second of stimulus presentation the set of active PNs evolves dynamically in a stimulus-specific manner. Within 1 s, the set of active PNs ceases to evolve and the network reaches a fixed point; the network remains at this fixed point until stimulus offset, after which the set of active PNs again evolves transiently prior to returning to baseline firing rates within the next several seconds (Mazor and Laurent 2005) . This large-scale network behavior is reflected in single cell activity via the phenomenon of slow temporal patterning-the firing rate of each PN in response to a stimulus exhibits a reproducible, odorspecific temporal structure; this temporal structure varies from PN to PN for a given odor and for a single PN across different odors . Additionally, PN activity is synchronized in an odor response, as evidenced by the emergence of strong 20 Hz oscillations in the local field potential (LFP) of the AL shortly after stimulus presentation (Laurent and Davidowitz 1994) .
Thus, the AL transforms the neural representation of an odor stimulus from a combinatorial code to a dynamic code-the ORNs represent an odor by a specific subset of active receptor cells, while the AL redistributes this glomerular input pattern across the entire PN network and represents the odor as dynamically evolving subsets of active PNs ). Since there is no evidence that the AL receives feedback from higher structures, this transformation of the odor representation can be understood entirely in terms of stimulus encoding. As seen in the zebrafish OB Friedrich and Laurent 2004) , it is possible that the locust AL, by restructuring the odor representation through lateral network interactions, increases the distance between the representations of similar odors (i.e. odors that activate similar sets of ORNs) while causing dissimilar odors to converge in representation. Since the odor information available to PNs cannot exceed the information content of stimulus-evoked ORN activity, a theoretical ideal classifier could not improve its odor discrimination ability by using PN spikes rather than ORN spikes. However, any real classifier, such as the neural mechanism by which the locust brain deciphers PN activity, is imperfect, and hence stimulus separation by the AL may enhance the ability of such a classifier to discriminate among similar odors.
To investigate the functionality of the locust AL, we constructed a computational model of 90 PNs and 30 LNs described by Hodgkin-Huxley type kinetics. We show that in response to stimulation our model network captures the known physiological properties of the locust AL-20 Hz LFP oscillations, slow patterning, and the dynamic and fixed point behavior of large-scale network activity. Additionally, we test the ability of our network to discriminate among simulated odor stimuli to determine whether the dynamic code of the network leads to better stimulus discrimination than a simple combinatorial code. We also test the ability of our network to discriminate among stimuli that are encoded along the dimension of stimulus current intensity and determine the efficacy of the dynamic code versus the combinatorial code in this situation. Finally, we use principal component analysis to characterize stimulus separation and the dimensionality of the odor response in our model network.
Results
Our model network captures several of the known functional properties of the locust antennal lobe; we show the emergence of 20 Hz oscillations in the LFP, the existence of slow temporal patterning, and the qualitative agreement of principal component odor trajectories with those observed experimentally. Additionally, we examine the change in functionality of our model network after removal of various components. Finally, we test the ability of our model network to discriminate odors, both in the case where odors are represented in a combinatorial fashion (different odors are represented by stimulating different sets of PNs and LNs) and in the case where odors are represented as intensity distributions (different odors are represented by stimulating the same set of PNs and LNs but with different distributions of stimulus intensity). An odor is simulated by stimulating a set of 36 PNs and 12 LNs, which constitute approximately one-third of the total number of cells (see Methods of Bazhenov et al. 2001b) .
There have been several previous studies of large-scale network models of the AL (Bazhenov et al. 2001b; Bazhenov et al. 2001a; Sivan and Kopell 2006) . It is important to note that, in contrast to the locust AL model of Bazhenov et al. (2001a, b) , our model has sparse connectivity among PNs, weak PN-PN synapses, and a prolonged rise and decay time of ORN input to PNs to match the time course observed experimentally (Wehr and Laurent 1999) . We found that sparse connectivity and weak coupling between PNs were required to obtain the uncorrelated 2-4 Hz spontaneous activity seen in locust PNs (Perez-Orive et al. 2002) , while the interplay between the time course of ORN input and the slow inhibitory current was essential in generating slow temporal patterning in our model.
Choice of ORN input time-course
We chose our ORN input time-course so that stimulus-onset and offset induced transient activity in our model qualitatively matched the prolonged responses seen in vivo (Mazor and Laurent 2005- Fig. 1 ; Laurent et al. 1996-Fig. 5 ). More specifically, we chose ORN time scales on the order of 400 ms (see Methods) to ensure that, consistent with experiment, PN activity in our network built up gradually over~500 ms upon odor onset, and lasted more than~500 ms after odor offset.
It is important to note that this dynamical feature is not fully represented in the earlier models of Bazhenov et al. (2001a, b) . In contrast, the models of Bazhenov et al. (2001a, b) display PN activity which saturates very quickly (<500 ms) after odor onset, and decays very quickly after odor offset. We believe it is likely that the faster ORN input-time-course (~100 ms) used in the Bazhenov et al. model is primarily responsible for the fast PN onset and offset transients produced by this model. This observation was supported by our experience developing our AL model.
Although the envelope of ORN input played a crucial role in producing the slow temporal structure of PN responses in our network, we note that mechanistically our slow patterning differs in a fundamental way from that seen in Sivan and Kopell's (2006) model. Sivan and Kopell's model (2006) recreated slow patterning by temporally modulating ORN input to PNs in an odor-specific and PN-specific manner, while our ORN input was modeled using a single slow rise time and a single slow decay time, both of which were uniform across PNs and odors. We chose this single slow rise time and decay time in order to emphasize and distill the theoretical possibility that the variety of slow patterns observed in the AL are a result of dynamical interplay among neurons within the network, rather than a consequence of a feed-forward process with structured inputs.
Choice of sparse network connectivity
We explored a wide range of connectivity schemes before arriving at our final set of cell-cell connection probabilities The rasters shown are from networks with or without GABAergic transmission, and in the presence of normal-or triple-strength slow inhibitory synapses. (c) Plots from a network in which connection probabilities involving LNs are dense (0.5) while the PN-PN connection probability remains sparse (0.1). The strength of LN inhibition and PN excitation to LNs has been weakened to compensate for the increased synaptic density (top row-intact network, bottom row-no GABAergic transmission). From left to right: spike rasters of spontaneous PN activity, power spectrum of the network LFP under stimulation, trial-averaged spike rasters from three sample PNs (20 trials, black bar represents stimulus) (PN-PN=0.1, PN-LN=0.1, LN-PN=0.15, LN-LN=0.25). Our goal was to choose a set of sparseness coefficients which would allow our network to behave in a physiologically reasonable manner when undriven (i.e. in background), while still producing the appropriate phenomena when driven. Figure 1 shows spike rasters of PN activity during background for networks with progressively denser connectivity (the density parameter d represents the number added to the connection probabilities mentioned above to yield the new connection probabilities, so d=0 corresponds to the probabilities above and d=0.8 corresponds to nearly all-to-all connectivity). While d =0 yields the scarce, uncorrelated PN firing seen in vivo (Perez-Orive et al. 2002) , as d is increased spontaneous PN activity becomes more frequent and more synchronized, suggesting that some sparsity in network connectivity may be required in order to place the network in the appropriate dynamic regime. Reasonable background activity can also be obtained by allowing dense connectivity while increasing spontaneous LN activity, but this leads to the emergence of subthreshold membrane potential oscillations in PNs and a 20 Hz peak in the LFP, which are not observed experimentally (Laurent and Davidowitz 1994; Mazor and Laurent 2005) .
Rather than raising all connection probabilities simultaneously, we also examined network behavior in the presence of abundant PN-PN synapses while synapses involving LNs remained scarce. Selectively increasing the PN-PN connection probability without reducing the strength of PN-PN synapses leads to unrealistic spontaneous activity very similar to that seen in Fig. 1a ; thus, as we progressively increased the density of PN-PN connections, we concurrently weakened the strength of PN-PN synapses as much as possible while still preserving appropriate dynamical network behavior under stimulation (so that sufficient lateral excitation existed within the network to allow the coherent bursts of PN spikes that are needed to globally synchronize LN activity and generate 20 Hz oscillations in the LFP; see Discussion). Figure 1(b) shows rasters of spontaneous PN activity in the case that the PN-PN connection probability was set to 0.5 (similar results were seen for other dense PN-PN connection probabilities); while background activity is relatively reasonable (other than rare synchronized bursts of PN spikes) in the intact network, the removal of fast GABA synapses leads to long bouts of high-frequency PN spiking in background, which is inconsistent with experimental recordings from locust PNs after infusion of the GABA antagonist picrotoxin into the AL (MacLeod and Laurent 1996; MacLeod et al. 1998 ).
To assess whether such network behavior could be rectified by amplifying slow inhibition, we tripled the strength of slow inhibitory synapses within the network; while enhanced slow inhibition shortened the observed epochs of high-frequency spontaneous PN activity, it could not eliminate them. It therefore appears that scarcity in the connections among PNs is required to produce physiologically reasonable dynamical behavior.
Sparse connectivity over all cell type pairs, however, is not required to obtain the correct dynamic regime-specifically, only sparse PN-PN connections are needed. We experimented with a network in which the PN-PN connection probability was 0.1 but all others were set to 0.5, and we found that, after appropriately decreasing the strength of LN inhibition and PN excitation to LNs, the network remained in the same dynamic regime, and was still capable of producing the results presented here. Figure 1 (c) shows that prominent features of network dynamics (low and uncorrelated spontaneous PN activity, GABA-dependent 20 Hz LFP oscillations, slow patterned PN responses that are unaffected by the removal of fast GABAmediated inhibition) are preserved in the presence of dense connectivity involving LNs. Due to a lack of any published data on locust AL connectivity, we arbitrarily chose the LN-PN, PN-LN, and LN-LN connection probabilities mentioned above. However, we emphasize that all results reported below can be reproduced when connectivity among PNs is sparse (~0.1) while other connection probabilities remain dense (~0.5). It is important to note that PN spike rasters from the model of Bazhenov et al. (2001b -Fig. 3B, 2001a seem to show that PNs in their model either rarely fire in background or have relatively high spontaneous spike rates (~10-20 Hz), which is likely a consequence of their dense and strong PN-PN synapses and is inconsistent with experiment (Perez-Orive et al. 2002) . In our experiments with our model, we also observed that dense and strong PN-PN coupling leads to similar behavior-the network is either too strongly inhibited in background or spontaneous PN firing rates are physiologically unreasonable.
LFP oscillations
Upon odor stimulation, strong 20 Hz oscillations can be seen in the LFP of the AL, as measured from the mushroom body (Laurent and Davidowitz 1994) . Presumably, the LFP represents the average membrane potential of the axons of a large number of the PNs converging onto the mushroom body (Laurent and Naraghi 1994) . We approximated the LFP signal corresponding to our model network by averaging the membrane potential of all 90 PNs in the network. Figure 2 shows the LFP trace of our network, as well as the integrated power in the 15-25 Hz range and the power spectrum during stimulation. Shortly after stimulus onset, the LFP of the intact network exhibits strong 20 Hz oscillations which decay approximately 1 s after onset and disappear after stimulus offset, in accordance with experiment (Mazor and Laurent 2005) . In agreement with MacLeod and Laurent (1996) , removal of GABA input to the PNs to simulate picrotoxin application leads to a loss of 20 Hz synchrony. The removal of slow inhibition from the network leaves the LFP oscillations intact (in fact, PN synchrony is increased), while blocking PN-PN synapses or completely decoupling the network abolishes oscillatory synchrony.
Slow temporal patterning
The AL exhibits reproducible odor-and PN-specific temporal spiking patterns in response to odor presentation . This slow patterning phenomenon is evident in our model network. Figure 3 shows trialaveraged spike histograms from four sample PNs in our model network in response to a single simulated odor stimulus (the histograms represent the number of spikes in 50 ms time bins averaged over 20 stimulus trials). PN1 responds vigorously throughout the period of stimulation, with the response gradually decaying after stimulus offset. PN2, on the other hand, exhibits a strong response at stimulus onset, responds moderately throughout the duration of the stimulus, and subsequently exhibits a strong response after stimulus offset. PN3 has similar strong onset and offset responses, but after the onset response PN3 does not respond at all throughout the duration of the stimulus. In contrast, PN4 does not exhibit any response above background to the stimulus. Experimentally, application of the GABA antagonist picrotoxin to the AL results in the disappearance of oscillations in the LFP, but slow temporal patterning remains intact (MacLeod and Laurent 1996; MacLeod et al. 1998 ). In accordance with experiment, when GABA input to the PNs is removed from our network, the slow temporal character of PN response patterns is unchanged. Removal of slow inhibition, however, results in loss of the fine temporal structure of PN responses; without slow inhibition, PNs either respond throughout the period of stimulation or do not respond at all. Blocking PN-PN synapses alters the slow temporal structure of PN responses but does not abolish the modulation of PN responses over slow time scales. Additionally, after stimulus offset PN spiking activity decays more steeply and quickly back to baseline firing rates. Completely decoupling the network leads to a loss of slow patterning as well as a short, steep decay of PN firing rates after stimulus offset.
Principal component analysis
One way in which to visualize salient features of total AL network activity is through principal component analysis. Using recordings from 99 PNs in response to presentation of a single odor, Mazor and Laurent (2005) performed principal component analysis on the matrix of trialaveraged PN firing rates as a function of time. Projection of the data onto the first three principal components yielded an odor response trajectory with several key properties : 1) a transient dynamic portion of the trajectory after stimulus onset; 2) approach of the trajectory to a fixed point reached approximately 1 s after stimulus onset; 3) stability of the trajectory at the fixed point until stimulus offset; 4) a transient dynamic deviation of the trajectory away from rest after stimulus offset; 5) gradual decay of the trajectory back to the network's resting state.
We performed principal component analysis on our network's matrix of trial-averaged firing PN firing rates as a function of time in response to a simulated odor stimulus. Additionally, we computed the principal component trajectories of our network's response to the same simulated odor after modifying network functionality via removal of various components. Principal component trajectories were computed for our model network in five scenarios : 1) fully intact network; 2) network with removal of GABA input to the PNs; 3) network with no slow inhibition; 4) network with no PN-PN connections; 5) completely decoupled network. The resulting trajectories are shown in Fig. 4 .
The trajectory of our fully intact network captures the observed features of an experimentally computed odorresponse trajectory; a fixed point is reached approximately 1 s after odor onset, and a transient deviation for approximately 1 s after stimulus offset occurs prior to a gradual decay to rest. Consistent with the preservation of slow patterning after removal of GABAergic transmission from the network, removal of GABA input to the PNs results in a stimulus-response trajectory exhibiting qualitatively similar behavior to that of the fully intact network. Removal of slow inhibition from the network, however, results in a drastic alteration of the response trajectory. The trajectory exhibits a short deviation and approach to a fixed point after stimulus onset; after stimulus offset, the loss of slow patterning causes the trajectory to essentially retrace its path back to rest. The removal of PN-PN connections from our model network results in a different type of alteration in the stimulus-response trajectory. The trajectory deviates from rest after stimulus onset and reaches a fixed point within 1 s, and after stimulus offset the trajectory experiences a short deviation prior to returning to rest. However, the trajectory returns to rest within 1 s after stimulus offset, in contrast to the trajectory of the fully intact network, which takes approximately 4 s to decay to the background state after stimulus offset. In comparison, the trajectory of the completely decoupled network reaches a fixed point approximately 1 s after stimulus onset and retraces its path back to the resting state within 1 s after odor offset.
Combinatorial odor discrimination
To test the ability of our network to discriminate among odors in various functional states, we employed a set of 31 simulated odors (each odor is represented as a different set of PNs and LNs that receive stimulus current). We ran 20 trials for each odor, and the 31 simulated odors were presented to the model network in each of the five scenarios mentioned earlier. To assess the discrimination ability of the network for a given subset of the 31 odors, we computed odor templates for each odor being tested as the vector of trial-averaged PN firing rates as a function of time, and subsequently determined the fraction of test odor trials correctly classified by the network as a function of time (see Methods). The discrimination ability of the network for a set of simulated odors was determined as the average fraction of trials correctly classified by the network throughout the duration of the stimulus. We computed the discrimination ability of our network in each of the five functional states mentioned earlier for a randomly selected subset of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 31 odors from our entire simulated odor set of 31 odors. The results are presented in Fig. 5 (left panel) . The fully intact network retains a high discrimination rate as the number of odors the network is required to differentiate is increased; additionally, removal of GABAergic transmission or removal of PN-PN connections from the network does not degrade the network's discrimination ability. Removal of slow inhibition from the network, however, causes the network's ability to discriminate odors to drop significantly as the number of odors the network is required to differentiate is increased. The completely decoupled network shows similar behavior to the network with no slow inhibition, although the drop in discrimination ability with number of simulated odors is more severe.
Intensity based odor discrimination
To test the ability of our network to discriminate stimuli along a coding dimension different from the combinatorial code assessed above, we selected a fixed set of 36 PNs and 12 LNs to receive stimulus current. We divided the cells into six groups, with each group receiving stimulus current at 100%, 90%, 80%, 70%, 60%, or 50% intensity (see Methods). A simulated odor was represented as a particular pattern of stimulus intensity distribution. We ran 20 trials for each of 18 simulated odors and assessed our network in each of five functional states. Figure 5 (right panel) shows the discrimination ability of our network for a randomly selected subset of 6,12, and 18 simulated odors. In general, the network was unable to discriminate odors as precisely as in the case where odors were represented in a combinatorial manner, regardless of the functional state of the network. However, some striking differences were observed in discrimination ability among the various functional states of the network. While discrimination ability decreased as the number of odors the network was required to differentiate increased in each of the functional states, the network with no PN-PN connections and the completely decoupled network performed significantly better than the other functional states in the discrimination task. The fully intact network, the network with no GABA input to the PNs, and the network with no slow inhibition exhibited comparable performances in the discrimination task. represented by different sets of PNs and LNs receiving stimulus current. In the intensity case (right figure), a total of 18 simulated odors were used, with different stimuli represented by a fixed set of PNs and LNs receiving different distributions of stimulus current intensity. In both cases, subsets of odors were chosen randomly from the entire set. Similar results were seen regardless of the subsets chosen Figure 6 shows the classification rate as a function of time of our model network in each of the five functional states, both in the case where the network was required to discriminate our entire set of 31 combinatorial stimuli and in the case where the network was required to discriminate our set of 18 intensity-based stimuli. As mentioned above, the intact network is better able to discriminate odors encoded in a combinatorial manner, while the decoupled network is more accurate in classifying odors encoded as intensity distributions. We also note that in the network with no PN-PN connections, the decay back to baseline in odor discrimination after stimulus offset is steeper than in the network with intact PN-PN synapses. Additionally, Fig. 6 shows that classification rate tends to roughly follow the stimulus time course; varying the time constants of stimulus rise and decay leads to corresponding alterations in the rise and decay of odor discrimination without affecting the classification rate at which odor discrimination plateaus (data not shown).
Discussion
Our model network exhibits 20 Hz LFP oscillations, slow temporal patterning, and transient and fixed point behavior of the principal component trajectory which are qualitatively similar to those observed within the locust AL (Mazor and Laurent 2005) . We have provided evidence that, within our model, GABAergic inhibition provided by LNs is essential for 20 Hz PN synchrony, while the slow inhibitory current from LNs to PNs is crucial in generating the temporal pattern of PN responses. We also examined our model network after removing PN-PN connections and after complete decoupling, which indicated that PN-PN synapses were required to obtain the gradual decay profile of PN responses with stimulus decay. Furthermore, we showed that the completely decoupled network, providing an analog to the ORN representation of a stimulus, performed worse in stimulus discrimination than the intact network when odors were represented in a combinatorial manner. Since it is thought that odors are indeed represented in a combinatorial manner at the ORN level (Joerges et al. 1997; Malnic et al. 1999; Ache and Young 2005; Wang et al. 2003; Ng et al. 2002) , this result suggests that AL network activity may aid in stimulus separation. Interestingly, however, the decoupled network was a more accurate classifier when stimuli were coded along the dimension of current intensity. We now examine these phenomena in more detail.
Oscillations and slow patterning
Upon presentation of a simulated odor, the PNs in our network receiving stimulus current begin firing sodium spikes. This PN firing induces EPSPs in the postsynaptic LNs through fast cholinergic synapses, and in turn the LNs fire slow calcium spikes. These slow calcium spikes activate GABA synapses and result in the activation of fast IPSPs in postsynaptic PNs, delaying subsequent PN spikes and giving rise to the 50 ms oscillation time scale. In addition to PN influence, LN dynamics were also governed by fast GABA interactions with other LNs. Sets of active LNs suppress the remaining LNs, but the calcium dependent potassium current becomes active in an LN after it spikes several times, leading to spike adaptation. This spike adaptation releases inhibited LNs, and the released LNs begin spiking and previously spiking LNs are suppressed. Thus, the set of active LNs evolves dynamically-from the set of LNs synapsing onto a given PN, the number which are active varies with time (Bazhenov et al. 2001b) .
Fast GABA synapses, however, are insufficient to create the slow temporal patterns seen in PN responses, both in our network and in the locust AL (MacLeod and Laurent 1996; MacLeod et al. 1998 ). To generate slow patterning, we included a slowly activating inhibitory current from LNs to PNs using a model of GABA B receptor kinetics (Destexhe et al. 1996; Dutar and Nicoll 1988) modified to cause significant receptor activation after approximately three presynaptic LN calcium spikes (Bazhenov et al. 2001a ). In accordance with the experimentally observed time course of ORN responses to odor stimuli (Wehr and Laurent 1999) , the temporal profile of our ORN input was less steep than that of Bazhenov et al. (2001a, b) . If t o is the 1 3 5 7 9 1 3 5 7 9 1 3 5 7 9 Fig. 6 Odor discrimination as a function of time. Fraction of trials correctly classified by the network as a function of time for the network in each of five functional states (columns). The discrimination task was performed among our set of 31 odors encoded in a combinatorial manner (top row) or our set of 18 odors encoded as intensity distributions (bottom row). The fraction of trials correctly classified by the network was computed in 50 ms time bins (see Methods) time of stimulus onset and t d the time of stimulus offset, then the odor-evoked input rate of ORN spikes to a stimulated cell in our network was given by RðtÞ ¼ r m exp À t À t o þ s ð Þ ð Þ Þfor t > t d , where s=400 ms was the rise time, c 1 =100,000, c 2 =sqrt(1000) were the scaling constants, and r m was the maximal stimulus-evoked ORN input rate. Following the stimulus time course, the slow patterning of the response of an active PN generally consisted of three distinguishable phases: 1) response to stimulus onset, during which the firing rate of the PN changed gradually (corresponding to the initial dynamic portion of the network PCA trajectory); 2) approach to a steady-state firing rate within 1 s (corresponding to the fixed point in the network PCA trajectory); 3) response to stimulus offset, during which the firing rate changed gradually and then returned to baseline (corresponding to the offset dynamic portion of the network PCA trajectory). During each phase, the firing rate of each responding PN was determined by the competition between slow inhibitory input and net excitatory input. As the mean stimulus current level changed, the set point resulting from this antagonism shifted and the firing rate of each PN changed accordingly. When the mean stimulus current level was constant, a few hundred milliseconds were required before the net effect of slow inhibition and excitation to each PN reached a steadystate (due to the time course of the slow inhibition) and each PN assumed a fixed firing rate. Thus, our model postulates that the temporal patterning of locust PN odor responses is a consequence of the interaction between the time course of the ORN odor response and a slow inhibitory mechanism within the AL network.
Although a slow inhibitory current such as the one incorporated into our model has not been found in the locust AL, the preservation of slow patterning after application of a GABA A receptor antagonist (MacLeod and Laurent 1996; MacLeod et al. 1998) indicates the presence of some uncharacterized mechanism capable of modulating PN firing rates on slow time scales. In the moth, PNs are equipped with a calcium-dependent potassium current capable of causing slow changes in PN firing rates (Mercer and Hildebrand 2002a, b) . Sivan and Kopell (2006) reproduce slow patterning in a model of the locust AL by introducing variability in the envelope of ORN input to PNs and equipping PNs with a calcium-dependent potassium current. However, intracellular recordings from locust PNs show prolonged epochs of hyperpolarization in PNs that showed no previous spiking activity , indicating the presence of a synaptic slow inhibitory mechanism rather than an intrinsic one. Similar to the locust, the honeybee AL also exhibits picrotoxin-sensitive global LFP oscillations (Stopfer et al. 1997 ) in conjunction with a second, picrotoxin-resistant inhibitory mechanism (Sachse and Galizia 2002) . Furthermore, experiments show the persistence of a slow, GABA-mediated inhibitory current in cultured honeybee antennal lobe neurons after application of picrotoxin (Barbara et al. 2005 ; see Fig. 4 ), implying the existence of a synaptic inhibitory mechanism acting through picrotoxin-resistant GABA receptors with a time course similar to that of the slow receptors used in our model.
Functional states of the network
When GABA input to the PNs is removed, the network behaves in a manner similar to that of the intact network (as seen in the spike histograms and PCA trajectories), except for the disappearance of the 20 Hz oscillations in the LFP. This implies that fast GABA currents serve to synchronize PN activity but do not affect PN firing rates, as shown in vivo (MacLeod and Laurent 1996; MacLeod et al. 1998) . This occurs because a PN fires at most once or twice in any 50 ms epoch, and thus the short (50 ms) time scale of a GABA-induced IPSP only delays a PN spike rather than preventing it. Removal of slow inhibition, however, eliminates the slow temporal structure of PN responses; without the presence of a slow inhibitory current to balance the excitatory input to a PN, the PN either does not respond at all or its firing rate faithfully reflects the time course of the stimulus current. In the network PCA trajectory, the loss of slow patterning is evident in the lack of a robust deviation after stimulus offset.
Removal of PN-PN connections from the network leads to a steeper decay back to baseline of PN firing rates after stimulus offset. Since the only excitatory input that responding PNs receive is stimulus current, once this current drops below a certain threshold the lack of reverberating excitation normally mediated by PN-PN connectivity causes PNs to simply cease firing. This phenomenon is evident in the PN spike histograms as well as in the relatively rapid return to rest of the network PCA trajectory after stimulus offset. Additionally, shutting off PN-PN synapses results in a loss of LFP oscillations; although individual PNs still tend to exhibit oscillatory spiking (data not shown), LN input alone is insufficient to synchronize activity across PNs. Coherent network oscillations are the result of alternating PN and LN activationsynchronized firing of a large number of PNs leads to synchronized activation of a large number of LNs , which in turn inhibits PN firing for~50 ms until the next burst of PN spikes. It appears that lateral excitatory connections are required to elicit the synchronized burst of PN spikes needed to organize coherent LN activation; thus, our model predicts that PN-PN coupling must exist within the locust AL to allow global network oscillations, but that PN-PN synapses must be sparse and weak to place the network in the appropriate dynamic regime (see Results). Since slow inhibitory synapses remain functional, however, the network is still capable of modulating PN firing rates on slow time scales, as apparent from the spike histograms and the fact that the network PCA trajectory deviates after stimulus offset rather than retracing its path back to the resting state. The completely decoupled network, as expected, shows no LFP oscillations or slow patterning; the firing rates of stimulated PNs follow the stimulus time course and decay steeply back to baseline after stimulus offset, while PNs that do not receive stimulus current do not respond.
Odor discrimination
We assessed the stimulus discrimination ability of our model network using two different paradigms of odor stimuli : 1) combinatorial-based, where different odors were represented as distinct subsets of stimulated cells; 2) intensity-based, where different odors were represented by stimulating the same subset of cells with different distributions of stimulus current intensity. Regardless of functional state, our model network was in general better able to discriminate among stimuli in the combinatorial paradigm than in the intensity paradigm. Since it is likely that early olfactory systems are optimized to encode stimuli represented in a combinatorial manner (Joerges et al. 1997; Malnic et al. 1999; Ache and Young 2005; Wang et al. 2003; Ng et al. 2002) , it is plausible that the locust AL network exhibits similar behavior.
When odors were represented in a combinatorial manner, the intact network discriminated odors more accurately than the completely decoupled network, suggesting that the transformation of the ORN sensory code occurring in the locust AL does indeed enhance stimulus separation. The network with PN GABA receptors blocked performed comparably to the intact network, raising a question as to the purpose of synchronized oscillations in odor discrimination. MacLeod et al. (1998) recorded from PNs in vivo and found that picrotoxin application to abolish oscillations did not degrade the ability of single PN spike trains to distinguish odors. However, they also recorded from higher order neurons in the locust olfactory pathway and found that these neurons showed less stimulus selectivity and were unable to discriminate chemically similar odors after picrotoxin infusion into the AL. Furthermore, electrophysiological recordings from locust Kenyon cells, the neurons of the mushroom body that read PN activity, show that these cells possess active dendritic conductances and short integration windows and can thus act as coincidence detectors of synchronized PN input (Perez-Orive et al. 2004) . In a behavioral assay using honeybees, Stopfer et al. (1997) showed that injection of picrotoxin into the AL impaired the ability of the animals to discriminate among chemically similar odors, and computational modeling by Sivan and Kopell (2004) describes a mechanism by which synchronized oscillations in the locust AL could enhance discrimination of similar stimuli by downstream neurons. Together, these results suggest that while GABA-induced oscillatory synchrony may not affect PN information content or aid in stimulus separation, it likely plays a crucial role in the mechanism by which downstream neurons decode PN activity.
In contrast, removal of slow inhibition from our network results in an impairment in the ability of the network to discriminate among stimuli represented in a combinatorial manner, supporting the notion that slow temporal patterning is required for decorrelation and optimal stimulus separation. Blocking PN-PN synapses in the network did not degrade odor discrimination during stimulus presentation. However, after stimulus offset the discrimination ability of the network decayed faster than in the intact network, implying that PN-PN connectivity in the locust AL may serve to prolong the neural representation of an odor stimulus immediately after removal of the odor from the animal's sensory environment.
Interestingly, when odors are represented as intensity distributions, the completely decoupled network discriminates among stimuli more accurately than the functionally intact network. The network lacking PN-PN synapses behaves similarly to the decoupled network, while blocking PN GABA receptors or shutting off slow inhibition resulted in networks that distinguished odors much like the intact network, indicating that PN-PN coupling diminishes the ability of the network to discriminate intensity-coded odors. Since varying the concentration of a given odor is thought to modulate the firing rates of responding ORNs in vivo (de Bruyne et al. 2001; Wang et al. 2003; Friedrich and Korsching 1997; Meister and Bonhoeffer 2001) , we can interpret our intensity-coded stimuli as representing different concentrations of the same odor, and our results then imply that PN-PN coupling augments the concentration invariance of the locust AL's odor representation. In fact, ORNs (represented by the completely decoupled network) would seem more sensitive to changes in stimulus intensity than the AL. Our odor discrimination results therefore suggest that AL network activity in the locust enhances the animal's ability to discriminate among different odors while minimizing its sensitivity to precise odor concentration. However, a potential caveat to this reasoning is that increasing odorant concentration in experiments tends to not only modulate ORN firing rates but also leads to the recruitment of additional glomerular input channels (Friedrich and Korsching 1997; Rubin and Katz 1999; Johnson and Galizia et al. 2000) , indicating that the ORN representation of stimulus concentration may include a combinatorial component, and thus may not be as simple as the scheme suggested by our intensity-coded paradigm. Mazor and Laurent (2005) computed odor discrimination as a function of time from experimentally obtained locust PN firing rate vectors, and they found a slightly reduced discriminability during the fixed point epoch of the odor response, a feature not observed in our model (Fig. 6 ). Mazor and Laurent (2005) , however, used data from~10% of the total number of PNs in the locust AL to compute their firing rate vectors, while we use data from all PNs in our network; it may be the case that during the fixed point epoch more PNs are required to adequately discriminate among odors, and therefore the issue of size of data set in relation to the slight reduction in classification rate deserves further examination. It is also possible that this reduction in classification rate is a result of receptor adaptation; if we included receptor adaptation effects in the time course of our ORN input (so that stimulus current amplitude began to decay to a new steady-state 0.5-1 s after onset) it may be the case that odor discrimination (as a function of time) would exhibit a slight decrease during the fixed point epoch in a manner similar to that observed by Mazor and Laurent (2005) . While prolonged recordings from locust ORNs to show receptor adaptation have not been performed, spike frequency adaptation has been shown to occur in fly ORNs (de Bruyne et al. 1999 ).
High dimensional odor representations
In order to study the differences in the ways in which the intact network and the completely decoupled network encode an odor stimulus, we used PCA to characterize the dimensionality of the odor representation in the two networks. For each of the two networks, we performed PCA on the matrix of PN firing rates versus time both during the initial transient dynamic portion of the odor response (1-2 s) and during the fixed point epoch of the odor response (2.5-3.5 s). We computed the fraction of the total data variance captured by each of the principle components as the magnitude of the eigenvalue corresponding to each principle component normalized by the sum of the magnitudes of the eigenvalues of all ninety principle components (Fig. 7) . If we view the timedependent network trajectory during the odor response as a manifold in 90-dimensional PN space (where each axis in the space represents the firing rate of one of the PNs in the network), we can interpret the dimension of this manifold as the dimensionality of the network's odor representation. Additionally, we can obtain an approximation of the dimensionality of the odor manifold by estimating the number of principle components that make a significant contribution to the total data variance. As shown in Fig. 7 , during the initial transient dynamic period of the odor response the dimensionality of the odor manifold is relatively low for both the intact and decoupled networks, although even at this stage more principal components Odor discrimination using a varying number of principal components. Time-averaged fraction of trials correctly classified by the network during the fixed point period of the odor response as a function of the number of principal components used in the classification task. The discrimination task was performed for 15 odors coded in a combinatorial manner (top row) and 10 odors coded as intensity distributions (bottom row) using both the intact network (left column) and the completely decoupled network (right column).
In each discrimination task, odor trajectories were all projected onto the same principal components and the classification rate was determined as described in the Methods (except using the principal component trajectories rather than the original firing rate trajectories) using a varying number of principal components seem to contribute to the odor response of the intact network than to that of the decoupled network. During the fixed point, however, we observe a more striking difference between the intact and decoupled networks. In the decoupled network, the contribution of each principal component to the total data variance drops abruptly after the 36 th eigenvalue, in accordance with the fact that only 36 PNs receive stimulus current and each neuron in the network is synaptically isolated from every other neuron. In the intact network, the contribution of each principal component to the total data variance exhibits a gradual decay profile, indicating that more than 36 principal components are required to adequately capture the odor response data. These results suggest that the dimensionality of the odor representation is higher in the intact network than in the decoupled network, which may have consequences in terms of odor discrimination.
To assess stimulus separation and its relation to odor discrimination in our network, we computed the timeaveraged Euclidean distance between the principal component trajectories of two odors for three different odor pairs. For each odor pair, we calculated the time-averaged distance between the principal component trajectories of each trial of one odor and each trial of the other odor. The intertrajectory distances were averaged over all possible trial-trial pairs, and the resulting means and standard deviations are shown in Fig. 8 . The intact network appears to separate combinatorially similar odors better than the decoupled network, while the opposite holds in the case of combinatorially dissimilar odors, and comparable stimulus separation is seen between the intact and decoupled networks for the pair of intensitycoded odors. In the combinatorial case, the increased stimulus separation seen in the intact network for similar odors is consistent with the fact that the intact network discriminates among combinatorially-coded odors more accurately than the decoupled network. In the intensity case, the ability of the decoupled network to perform more accurate odor discrimination than the intact network could be related to the large variance in stimulus separation by the intact network as opposed to the comparatively small variance in the stimulus separation data of the decoupled network. Additionally, stimulus separation is more invariant across different odor pairs for the intact network than for the decoupled network, supporting the idea that, as seen in the fly (Bhandawat et al. 2007) , AL network activity separates the neural representations of similar odors while causing dissimilar odors to converge in representation, producing more uniform distances between odors. We also note that the intact network tends to exhibit increased stimulus separation with every additional principal component utilized in the computation, while stimulus separation by the decoupled network tends to saturate prior to exhausting all potential principal component dimensions. It is therefore possible that stimulus separation, dimensionality of the odor representation, and odor discrimination are intimately connected.
To further probe the link between stimulus discrimination and the dimensionality of the odor manifold in our network, we computed the correct classification rate of the intact and decoupled networks in distinguishing among 15 combinatorial odors or 10 intensity-coded odors as a function of the number of principal components used in the discrimination task (the classification rates were determined as described in the Methods, except we used the projected principal component trajectories rather than the original PN firing rate trajectories). The results of the analysis during the fixed point epoch of the odor response are plotted in Fig. 9 (similar results were obtained during the onset transient). The classification rate of the decoupled network seems to plateau at approximately 36 principal component dimensions, while the intact network shows no such saturation; to the contrary, odor discrimination by the intact network improves with every additional principal component dimension used in the task. Thus, not only is the dimensionality of the odor manifold higher in the intact than in the decoupled network, it appears that these extra dimensions contribute to the intact network's ability to separate stimuli and perform odor discrimination.
